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This objective of this policy-making forum article is to establish a circadian physiological basis for nutrient intake-uptake orchestration in various crops. The ideology stems from the very recent discoveries in ruminant chronophysiology [1-6].

Chronophysiology is an evolutionary integrative interscience that enables animals including humans to cope with the highly fluctuating environment [1-3]. Timing of eating and, thus, timing of nutrient uptake by splanchnic and peripheral tissues are proposed to orchestrate circadian rhythms of nutrient metabolism involving digestion, transport and assimilation [4-6]. Such a circadian orchestration of food intake and nutrient uptake, consequently, regulates appetite in animals and substrate take-up and assimilation in crops. This new science is concerned with how time of the 24-h period determines the type and efficiency of nutrient and substrate intake and use by crops and animals. As a result, the timing of nutrient availability determines how and to what extent crops and animals are capable to ingest and process different nutrients towards maintenance and productivity.

Should the optimum times of water and nutrient delivery to crops and animals – on a circadian basis – be accurately determined, productivity and health of plants and livestock can definitively be manipulated. Such an accomplishment would allow a more efficient utilization of natural resources for greater profitability of animal agriculture in the new era when and where resources are greatly inadequate. From a human health perspective, such a novel science would be crucially important because reliable hunger and nutrient ingestion predictions are vital for onchophobic provision of nutrients to different human cells that are differentially exposed to cancer [7,8]. Such knowledge will help formulate guidelines to prevent nutrient overuptake and substrate wastage in crops and to minimize risks from metabolic disorders in livestock and risks of obesity, insulin resistance, glucose intolerance and metabolic syndrome in human.

The evolutionary rhythms of food searching and intake behavior have led to development of circannual and circadian rhythms in plant and animal ecologies. With the rigorous historical changes in crop and animal production systems from tradition through modernity and postmodernity, such natural rhythms in nutrient and water intake-uptake have been modified. It thus is imperative to discover optimum times of nutrient and substrate delivery to such genetically and environmentally altered (and in many cases improved) crops for optimal production and health. In other words, modernization in crop production systems have made it in way more difficult to maximize synchronies between the external environment and internal plant physiology concerning nutrient assimilation. The same evolutionary trend, for instance, has led to increased risks of obesity, diabetes mellitus, and related cardiovascular issues in the modern human [7,8].

In a nutshell, timing of nutrient and water intake/uptake (i.e., fertilization and irrigation) can determine how rapidly, effectively, efficiently, proportionately and multipurposely the nutrients and water are taken, uptaken, assimilated, and distributed towards different functions including deposition, oxidation, secretion, and excretion in plant cells. This chronophysiologisical cascade will establish the productivity, health and sustainability of crop production systems globally. Future research should explore more critical areas on innovative plant chronophysiology. The novel SciTech will probably be characterized differently among various crops.
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